
 

Italian School 

 

A right – duty 

The Italian constitution recognizes the right to education and forming for everybody. 

Education and forming are not only a right, but also a duty toward yourselves and society. 

Education is a public good because it furthers personal growth, which is the basis of economic and 

social life in a Republic. 

 

Get information 

After the exams at the end of 

 

 grade, mandatory school is not over. Since the school year 2007-

2008, mandatory school in Italy is ten years long (five years of primary school and five years of 

secondary school), and at least until the age of sixteen. 

Nevertheless, at the end of 

In every junior high school there are teachers concerned with school orientation. They can give 

useful information to 

 grade, parents and children have to decide all together how to pursue 

the education – in order to succeed in fitting in the Italian society. Living near a school or knowing 

kids who go there are not enough in order to guarantee success at school! You need to get good 

information. 

 

 grade students who don’t know how or where to continue their studies. 

Your child already attends high school, but he/she is not satisfied about the chosen studies or 

he/she doesn’t get good grades. In this case, he/she can meet (with his/her parents) the professor 

of his school who deals with school orientation, in order to find a more appropriate school. 

“The elevation of the mandatory school to ten years intends to further a full education of the 

person in order to build self-confidence, correct and significant relationships with other people 

and a positive approach with the natural and social reality.” This is what the Minister of Education 

explains: school has to form every child as a conscious and active citizen, according to the 

European Union recommendations. 

 

Students who have just arrived in Italy, if they have already attended school in their country for at 

least eight years, can apply directly to high schools, CTPs (Permanent Territorial Centres, where 



they can also attend Italian classes), or school orientation centers as the COSP, in order to be 

addressed to first alphabetization classes and helped choosing the right school. 

Students who have just arrived in Italy, older than 15 years old but who haven’t attended school in 

their country for at least eight years must gain junior high school license. This can be done at CTPs. 

 

Also the adults can continue the education they began in their own countries. As a matter of fact, 

in Italy, as in all the european countries, even adults have to advance and update their abilities – 

which may be crucial in their lives.  

 

So read carefully and don’t hesitate to ask further information. 

 

Mandatory education 

Education is taught in public schools – founded by the State and free – and in private schools, 

founded by people either religious or not, which are recognized as the public schools, but which 

are not free. 

 

Elementary school lasts five years (from six to ten years of age). 

Junior high school lasts three years (from eleven to fourteen years of age). 

 

These eight years are mandatory and they end with an exam. 

There are two more years of mandatory school. These can be accomplished with two extra years 

of high school or through three-year experimental courses. 

 

After mandatory school, there’s mandatory forming which lasts until the 18 years of age. 

 

Attending a high school or an orientation agency, as well as integrated courses or internships 

completes the formation. 

 

Day care and kindergarten 

In Italy, parents can leave their children since the fifth month of age to educational services, the 

“nidi” (daycare for infants). “Nidi d'infanzia” are educational services for boys and girls from 0 to 3 

years. They are meant for pursuing the well-being of the babies, with the co-operating of the 



parents. Children can express themselves freely without any conditioning; they are supported in a 

way so that they gradually reach their own autonomy. These services also make the children 

socialize, work together and help each other. 

Scuole d'infanzia (kindergarten) are educational services for children from three to six years old. 

They are meant to develop and acquire such skills as communication, expression, relation, 

knowledge.  

 

Council and private nurseries are in any city district. You can chose full-time nurseries (from 7.30 

AM to 5.30 PM) and part-time nurseries (from 7.30 AM to 1.30 PM). 

To find the nearest “nido” (either to your home or to your workplace), you can check on the 

website of your town of residence or on the Yellow Pages in the section Public Schools (it. Scuole 

Pubbliche). You may even ask for information directly, in the various centres. 

You will have to submit the application to only one day nursery, with the possibility to select a 

second and a third option. 

We advise you to submit the application to the day nursery some time in advance: there are 

ranking lists and waiting time may be long. 

State, town and private nursery schools can be found in any city district or town. Check on the 

website of your city to find information for the application. 

 

Primary school (Scuola elementare) 

In Italy, when the children are five/six years old, they are enrolled in the elementary school 

(elementare), which lasts five years. Then, they go to junior high school (media) for three more 

years. At the end of the  

 

grade, there’s a final exam to get a diploma called licenza media. During 

this last year students, and their families, have to decide what kind of high school (scuola 

superiore) they are going to attend for two more mandatory years.  

In many schools parents may choose between two options in schedule and school organization: 

- Full-time class (tempo pieno): 40 hours a week, Monday through Friday, 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 

p.m.; 

- Modular class (modulo): of 24, 27 or 30 hours a week from Monday to Saturday, with 

afternoon classes decided by each school. 



To help parents who have particular working hours, some schools organize such activities as Pre-

school (from 7:30 a.m.) and After-school (until 5:00 p.m.). 

 

Junior high school (Scuola secondaria di primo grado or scuola media inferiore) 

It lasts 3 years. 

The weekly schedule ranges, on average, from a minimum of 27 to a maximum of 40 hours. 

The subjects being studied and the amount of weekly hours of teaching are, on average: Italian, 

10 hours; History, 2; Geography, 2; Math, 6; Science, 3; Technology 2; Informatics, 1 hour; 

English language, 3; Second EU language, 2; Art and imagery, 2; Music, 2; Physical education, 2; 

Religion or alternative activity, 1 hour. Students and their families can also choose up to 4 hours 

of optional labs suggested by each school. 

 

High school (Scuola secondaria di secondo grado or scuola superiore) 

Five year long courses, with different cultural levels and different marketable skills. All of them 

have the same educational aims.  

1. Lyceum, whether classical; scientific (option of applied sciences); music and theater; artistic 

(with six different curricula); linguistic; or human sciences (option of economic-social 

lyceum). All of them are divided into a two- and a three-year courses (only the artistic 

lyceum lasts four years, but there’s a fifth mandatory year to be able to go to college) with a 

final State Exam (esame di Stato / maturità). 

2. Technical Education is divided in two areas, both of them include various curricula:  

- The economic includes “Administration, finance and marketing” and “Tourism”; 

- The technologic area includes “Mechanic, mechatronics, energy”, “Transports and 

logistics”, “Electronics and electrotechniques”, “Informatics and telecommunications”, 

“Graphics and communication”, “Chemistry, materials and biotechnology”, “Fashion 

system”, “Agriculture, food and food industry”, “Constructions, environment and 

territory”.  They generally provide good professional skills and basic culture, both 

humanistic and scientific. Also these courses, divided in two two-year periods and a fifth 

year, have a final State Exam (esame di Stato / maturità). 

3. Professional Education includes commercial, industrial, hotel and agricultural professional 

institutes. The school reform sets some changes. The school cycle of the professional 

institutes is divided in two periods of two years each. The fifth year is meant for those willing 



to continue their studies, although the educational attainment provided in the past years 

won’t help the students to go to college.   

 

Weekly schedules of the lyceums range from 27 to 35 hours, it depends on the curriculum and 

on the grade. In the technical and professional institutes, the schedules range from 30 to 36 

weekly hours. It is a very challenging timetable; and there are also recovery, resuming, and 

extra activities.  

 

School Calendar 

The school year lasts about 9 months. 

It begins in mid-September and it ends the by the 

There are two vacation periods: 

 of June.  

- two weeks at Christmas time (usually from December  to January 

- about one week at Easter (March or April). 

); 

There are a few more vacation days during the year. They could be civil festivities to recall 

important moments of our national history, such as April 25th, when we remember liberation 

from the fascist dictatorship, or international ones like May 1st, Worker’s Day. 

They could otherwise be Christian holidays, because Christianity is, from an historical point of 

view, the most widespread religion in Italy. All Saints’ Day (November ),  Immaculate Conception 

(December ), Christmas (December ), Epiphany (January 

 

) are holidays common to the civil 

calendar. 

After 11 years of schooling the students can have a license diploma which allows them to be 

employed. The ones who have completed the 5-year cycle of high school can enter college or get a 

job. 

There’s also the opportunity in Italy to attend such Professional Training which every single Region 

plans to give more marketable skills for the labor market. Professional Training is offered not only 

to young people but to adults as well, the same way many high schools have evening classes for 

adult education. 

 



Integrated activities 

Some technical and professional institutes, together with the training agencies, offer integrated 

activities which last two or three years. These activities demand to attend a school (the institute) 

for theoretical training, and 200 hours per year of practical activities and professional training (at 

the training agency). 

 

Qualification exam 

It concludes the first three years of professional education and leads to the professional 

qualification degree, which has legal value on the whole Italian territory. See above, as 

mentioned. 

Even the professional courses created by forming agencies end with a qualification, either biennial 

or triennial, which has value on the regional territory. 

 

State exam or “maturità” 

The five years of high school end with a State exam, which will get you the Maturity degree. It has 

legal value and gives access to all the university departments, to public competitions and/or to an 

occupation. At this moment the access to university departments is open to all who finished high 

school. 

 

When high school is over, you can attend, thanks to the degree, University or IFTS courses (Higher 

Education and Technical Forming). These are higher specialization technical courses organized 

with forming agencies, the University and the world of occupation in a lot of school institutes. 

 

Forming offer 

The State sets, on a national level, the general rules of education (the subjects that are taught and 

the number of hours per week). The Regions take care of the service, adapting it to the various 

territorial realities. 

 

The single schools, independently, set the POF (Forming Offer Plan). Each school declares and 

subscribes with the users a forming deal that can result different from one institute to the other. 

 



The POF illustrates which activities and which projects are created in order to characterize best 

and therefore strengthen the studying address type of education. They can be activities which are 

ran during the predefined hours of lesson (curricular activities) or not (extracurricular activities). 

 

Extracurricular activities, suggested by the school consistently with its goals but freely chosen by 

the students, are important also for socializing, for strengthening the reasons of the choice to go 

to school, in order to create a sense of “belonging” to the group: they must not be 

underestimated. 

 

Italian school is organized in classes and it provides activities that can involve all the class or 

groups within it. The students and their families can choose, from a list of languages given by the 

institute, which one they want to study (if there’s more than one!). They can also choose whether 

or not they wish Catholic Religion lessons. 

 

School-family relationship  

Each school tells the families about the scores as soon as possible and constantly. This is done 

using different tools (such as score books, on line school record, diary). 

Twice a year, the school organizes meetings with the parents in order to give them the possibility 

to talk to all the teachers and discuss about the school performance of their children. 

Each teacher is also available, one hour a week, for individual meetings – set by appointment. 

It is very important for the parents to go to the meetings and to talk to all the teachers. 

 

Evaluation 

At the end of the school year the Class Council (which is formed by all the teachers and the 

Headmaster) gathers for the final scrutiny. 

 

The final evaluation of the Council can be: 

- passed to the next class 

- not passed (a class can’t be attended more than twice) 

- passed with “forming debt”: the requested competences have not been reached in some 

disciplines (usually not more than three or four, depending on the single school), but it can be 



fixed by taking an exam for each subject during the next school year. Otherwise, the student 

won’t be able to accede to the final exam (“maturità”). 

      

Aiding courses 

Every school organizes aiding courses or windows during extra school hours for the recovery of 

forming debts and for study support whenever needed. It is important that students attend these 

with profit and effort, even if they increase the time they spend at school. 

 

Homework 

Students will have homework to do on their own, following the teachers’ directions: moments of 

study to master the subjects are necessary. Usually if the student pays enough attention during 

school hours, he will not spend too much time doing his homework. 

 

The student, even if there is no homework, has to work on his school deficits. Therefore afternoon 

studying requires good time organization skills and a place to concentrate, study and practice. 

 

Afterschool 

During the whole school year, the students are given the choice to attend a free “after school” 

service in the afternoon. This service is provided by different centers in the territory: young 

volunteers and teachers help them in their study and in their homework. 
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